
A3logics Announced Extensive EDI
Professional Services For Healthcare Providers

Simplified EDI Solutions for Rapid Data

Transmission

CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA, USA, July 16,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A3logics, a

global leader, dispensing IT

consultation services to diverse

industry verticals, strode towards EDI

technology to empower the healthcare

industry with accuracy, efficiency, and

agility. 

Amid the pandemic, A3logics realized how IT professional services providers can aid healthcare

providers to maintain patient's and employee's data. A3logics proliferated its services by

propounding extensive EDI services for healthcare providers. Expanding EDI services with

appropriate arrangements in the medical care area is one of the essential variables driving the

development of this market.

The current outbreak has given the opportunity to IT experts to help medical care experts to

deliver administrative solutions to their patients. EDI solutions encourage the virtual

transmission of data between care providers, minimizing the need for paper-based trade of

information. 

A3logics Focusing on Providing Next-gen Integrated EDI solution 

The electronic Data interchange software market is rapidly growing. A3logics is broadening its

EDI landscape by developing cutting-edge solutions with wide applicability. The diversified

offerings by A3logics are influenced by the basic and advanced changing needs to make

organizations future-ready. A3logics services simplify data management by reducing data entry

needs and maximize strategic, sustainable, and scalable communication. A3logics is preparing to

bring in new industry standards complying with EDI standards which ignite the legacy platform

with generous abilities, such as recycling the traditional data to maximize the entire electronic

data lifecycle. 

A3logics has prowess EDI analysts who value organizations and their data, empowering

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://edisolutions.a3logics.com


members, providers, and partners to visualize crucial information intuitively. The IT professional

also assists EDI users to identify submission errors, check for HIPAA and payer-specific

requirements at the vendor, clearinghouse, and payer levels. A3logics ensures customers have

their processes and claims aligned, so it decreases the chances of claim rejections.

More than 70 clients of A3logics have outsourced EDI services and were able to minimize

unnecessary calls to customer support, improve staff productivity, and enhance support.

Additionally, the support services by A3 offer quick and accurate claim status, payment

transaction visibility, and eligibility inquiry.  A3logics accomplishments have been listed in the top

listing websites - cloud small business service, software connect, and Cllax. These websites help

save time and money for the customer by listing the organization that offers the best EDI

solution after reviewing hundreds and thousands of service providers and software available in

the market.

With A3logics EDI integration solutions, clients can view and manage state and federal data

submissions seamlessly. Pending claims correction became easier than ever before, bridging the

gaps between clients. The automated system sets the EDI user free from the pain of handling

and managing paper-based data, patient's current coinsurance, deductible, and benefits

information. Additionally, EDI professional services of A3logics can let care providers load utilities

to import and convert proprietary file formats into standard X12 HIPAA compliant transactions.

A3logics client engagement model dictates as a promising business partner for EDI solution,

which empowers clients to quickly realize business culture and objectives of enhanced auto-

adjudication rates and savings. 

Setting New Standards for EDI Excellence

The demand for technological advancements has surged, plant structure for EDI market growth.

Today's EDI is not limited to healthcare sectors, it has extended to other industry verticals, such

as retail, manufacturing, logistics. Technologies - Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning

(ML) will complement future EDI. 

Factors that are driving the data transmission market development offered by the EDI are

operational and monetary benefits. Organizations can collate the productive EDI system with a

solid plan to reduce their spendings, which will also help them in accomplishing their objectives

seamlessly.  

A3logics EDI services use 270 transactions set for inquiry eligibility and benefit information to

verify the healthcare insurance coverage and numbers collected before appointments. Other

than 270 - A3logics healthcare EDI solutions also take care of all the common EDIFACT

transaction sets for the healthcare insurance industry, such as -

EDI 834 - Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance 

835 - Healthcare Claim Payment/Advice

820 - Payroll Deducted and Other Group Premium Payment for Insurance Products

https://cllax.com/top-11-edi-electronic-data-interchange-software-solutions.html
https://edisolutions.a3logics.com/edi-834


276/277 - Healthcare Claim Status Request and Response

277/275 - Healthcare Claims Request for additional information and response

About A3logics 

A trusted and renowned EDI service provider, A3logics is based in the USA, serving dynamic

industries for more than a decade. With the compilation of expertise, knowledge, and

appropriate technology implementation, A3logics aims to aid its customers in dealing with daily

struggles at competitive prices. The EDI analysts focus on streamlining the processes with

unique needs and company culture with continuous business culture. 

Whichever your need is - revamp the legacy system or new EDI integration to automate your

data transmission. A3logics offers a one-stop comprehensive EDI solution. The wide range of

flexible solutions can solve your business complexities with live easy-to-use tools, consultation

services, and live support whenever you need them.
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